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Wedding Video Production
Who we are
YouNeek Productions are a Digital Video Production company that can offer your Wedding bespoke
direction and cinematography of the highest standard. We have experience and expertise in all areas
of film, television and video production across the industry. We are able to offer you this wealth of
experience to create a truly individual and stylish feature that you will treasure forever. We have a
particular passion and enthusiasm for romance and bringing it out through the smallest of details.
Moments you won’t even know that happened on the day will be captured and delivered in ways that
will bring tears to your eyes and ear to ear smiles across your faces. Let us tell the story of your day in
the most exquisite way.

Overview and Goals
There’s so much that goes into a Wedding. The filming of your day is something you won’t have to
worry about one bit. We take all of that pressure away from you from our first meeting right up to the
moment you receive your final version. We have a team of 3 whereby we meticulously plan all of the
shot coverage in minute detail before the actual day. This leaves you knowing that all the key
moments will be captured with multiple cameras. We have an infectious enthusiasm combined with
total discretion and professionalism that enhances your wedding experience.
In terms of our goals, these are simple. To make you happy. To deliver a cinematic piece of work that
enables you to watch your special day from a completely different view. To enjoy everyone else’s
reaction and experience of your wedding that you wouldn’t have had a chance to notice.

Our Services
Bespoke Cinematography
Two dedicated Cinematographers
Sequence Storyboarding
Drone Cinematography
Editing
Music Sourcing and Copyright Clearance

Why YouNeek Productions
Full service Digital Video Production company including live footage, aerial
photography/videography
Award winning production crew
Local, young and vibrant with fresh ideas for each and every project
A personal service and communication that can’t be beaten
A love of love!

Our Package
Tier 1 – £1995
Initial planning meeting
Storyboard of sequences
Recce of locations
Day scheduling alongside Wedding Coordinator
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Two dedicated Cinematographers using state of the art Canon Full HD DSLR
cameras supported by Canon High Speed Lenses
Full Audio coverage
Bespoke Music Licence
Editing Team using Final Cut Pro X
Feature version - 10-15 minutes
Highlight version - 3-4 minutes

Additional facilities
Drone sequences
Pre-wedding interviews (family, friends, bride and groom)
Extended Full Feature version
Additional Cinematographer
On the day rough cut
Projector/screen used to display rough cut at the reception

Pre-Production
Initial meeting discussing your backgrounds, style of wedding, themes, colours and how the
day plans to play out
We meet all the relevant people we can beforehand e.g. priest, wedding planner
We make contact and introduce ourselves to Photographers, Band and anyone else of
importance to proceedings on the day
We begin to plan a storyboard for the shots and style we will be achieving on the day

Production
Arriving as Bridal and Groom preparation begins
Immerse ourselves into the surroundings and Bridal/Groom teams
One cinematographer with the bridal team
One cinematographer capturing the location preparations
Full Audio Coverage
Choreographed set up during the ceremony
Key positioning at important moments

Post-Production
Review all of the rushes
Render all footage
Full Picture Grade
Create timelines for feature version
Utilise effects and editing components that enhance the storyline and fit into your personality
Using the feature timeline we create a highlights reel
Full Sound Dub including sourcing music and copyright clearance
Deliver drafts of highlights and feature versions via Vimeo
Deliver final files for you to keep

Timeframe
From the day of the wedding we will deliver your YouNeek Wedding package in 4 weeks.

What our Customers say?
“We were incredibly lucky to have our wedding filmed by YouNeek productions. Prior to our
wedding, Luke and the team took the time to come and meet with us, recce the locations and
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consider our thoughts and what we had considered important ahead of our 'Big Day'. YouNeek
productions kept in constant contact with me and literally answered any query I had, big or small.
Throughout the day, Luke and the team were fantastic. They made both my Husband and I feel
really comfortable- we hardly noticed them! (That's a good thing!) After the wedding, we were
totally bowled over by the speedy turn-around time for our wedding vid. We must have watched it
over 100 times already!! It's gorgeous and we can't thank you enough! It's something we'll
treasure forever. Thank you so, so much YouNeek productions.”
-

Rose Jones, Wedding

"It's absolutely stunning! You were really friendly and will be an awesome wedding videographer!"
“Luke is a genuine pleasure to work with. He has a deep understanding of his client’s needs and is
passionate about what he does. I would have no hesitation in recommending him.”
“YouNeek Productions provide clients with a professional and efficient service. They are always
happy to be flexible in order to meet their specific requirements. I would use them moving forward
because I am confident they will provide a consistent quality service.”
“WE LOVE IT!!!! It’s simply stunning. I’m floating on air!”
“YouNeek Productions were extremely professional and friendly when they came along to film one of
our sessions at Run Like a Girl. They were very discreet and did a great job of making our members
feel at ease in front of the camera. Luke was very patient throughout the post production process and
I am more than happy with the final cut. Thank you YouNeek Productions!”
-

Lauren, Run Like a Girl

“I love working with Luke! He's always so professional and captures exactly what we are looking
for. I would highly recommend YouNeek Productions! I look forward to working with them much
more in the future.
-

Jessica, Mode Bridal Hair and Make Up

What’s next?
Advise us which package suits your wedding best and let us do the rest for you. It’s as simple as that.
Oh, and try to remain calm and stress-free in the rest of the planning you have to do. It’s your big day
after all!
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